Introduction
The industrial automation requires more and more accurate, sensitive, linear measurement sensors. Sensors and transducers are integral elements in all told instruments and systems considerably applied for measurement, as well as control, in systematic and industrial fields. The crave for righteous sensors is particularly acute in computer/processor-based systems, where sensor knowledge is considered to pace system applications [1] .First, an accurate mathematical model including all the error sources is rarely known. Then, further sensors, each one monitoring an interfering parameter, are needed. Soft computing based versatile modeling techniques have been demonstrated to have great potentials and diverse applications in the following broad areas of measurement, instrumentation and control [2] . One way the brain seems to have managed to achieve this performance is by exploiting massive hardware parallelism. Somehow the weak computing powers of a large numbers of slow elements are combined to produce a powerful resultant [3] .Web-based instrumentation has facilitated the real-time monitoring and control of any data at anytime from anywhere on this globe. It is stated to be a common tool in the near future that will convert even a sophisticated sensor into a plugand-play device [4] [5] . Plants or process monitoring systems depend on many sets of sensors and transducers. All physically stable systems including sensors and transducers are basically be modeled as integrators and sensor static response characteristic is generally highly non-linear [6] . Therefore, the issues related with the transducer's nonlinearity and its self-compensation are required to be addressed in a collective sense in DAS-connected computer-based measurement systems, taking into consideration the nonlinearity associated with the sensor as well as that of its signal conditioning module [4] . The section II explains the general concepts of the importance of Artificial Neural Networks for modeling the transducer's characteristics, in which most of the transducers fall. During first part of the chapter explains the basics of the curve -fitting and the Least Mean Square Principal. The Section III reports the development of a new artificial neural network (ANN) based direct model as well as inverse model using Polynomial ANN trained with BFGS Quasi-Newton method for different types of transducers having characteristics of different orders [17] . The importance of neural network as a function approximator and the reason for neural modeling was studied. The SLFF-ANN (Single Layer Feed Forward Artificial Neural Network) is modified and trained with different learning algorithms and finally with the proposed BFGS Algorithm for achieving an extremely fast convergence in comparison to the existing models. The section IV includes the results of implementation of different types of algorithms for modeling the transducers direct as well as inverse model. Learning characteristics of different algorithms have been shown along with the absolute and percentage errors
Mathematical Modeling
A mathematical model is the apply of mathematical interpretation to illustrate the behavior of a system. With digital processing methods now, more readily available general techniques are there to be used for the purpose. One very common technique is to refer to (a) lookup tables; in the look up table method, the sensor characteristics is described by a number of reference points very close to each other which are stored in ROM with linearized values. (b) The polygon interpolation is intended for soft nonlinearity where sectionalized linearization can be adopted. This assumes that the nonlinear range is made into few linear sections and hence a fewer reference points serve the purpose of linearization as between these stored reference points, the sensor is considered to behave linearly. For hard non-linearity, the technique fails because the reference points are to be very many. The following Figure 
The Figure 2 shows the linearization principle graphically. Increase in order often leads to oscillations. 
Each section on two sides, except the first and the last sections which have one end free, have junction points that are also represented by the adjacent spline functions, both these functions must coincide with each other in function values, gradient and curvature at these points, from which ,conditions for the polynomials are derived. Basically, interpolation is to fit a polynomial through the points around the point y where the function value is to be found.. Assuming a second order polynomial of the form
one easily gets ,even by inspection,
(10) so that the nth order polynomial can be expressed as
which is known as Lagrange's polynomial
Artificial Neural Network Based Modeling
Modeling processes involving the serve of neural networks fixate on machine learning which is based on the work of self-adjustment of internal approach parameters. The artificial neural conglomerate environment consists of five prime components; learning domain, neural nets, learning strategies, learning behavior, and analysis process [7, 8] . Accordingly, neural network based modeling process involves five main aspects which are: a) data acquisition, analysis and problem representation; b) architecture determination; c) learning process determination; d) training of the network; and e) testing of the trained network for generalization evaluation.
Direct Modeling of Transducers Using ANN
Neural Networks are used experimentally to model the transducer and sensors system [12, 13] . Model of an individual's transducers system must mimic the relationship among variables (i.e., temperature, pressure, angular movement.) and the corresponding outputs in voltage., i.e., they possess the power to approximate any real value non-linear function to any desired degree of accuracy [9] . Supervised neural networks for a given application is specified by the network architecture, topology, and neuron characteristics and learning rule it uses. Neural networks provide a simple and straightforward approach for direct as well as inverse modeling of different type of transducers. The objective is to develop an ANN based modeling of transducers as a powerful tool for use as a software sensor to give reasonable response to unknown inputs. This scheme is analogous to the system identification problem in control engineering. A set of known value of applied inputs and corresponding outputs forms the training set for the proposed neural network. Typically a new will lead to an output similar to the correct output for input vectors used in training that are similar to the new input being presented. Artificial neural networks mimic information processing capability of nervous system. The epitome of the non-linear transducer is represented by the direct model equation [10] [11] .The consider model equation is complacent for fault estimation and for assessing any fluctuation in the performance of the transducers. In the present work, the nonlinear response characteristics of a transducer for a given range of its operation are modeled based on a power series expansion [10] [11] . Adaptive systems provide an alternative to traditional system design: instead of creating a mechanism to perform function F, we create a mechanism that will learn or adapt itself in order to perform F. The least mean square (LMS) and recursive least squares are two a well known algorithms which are used for estimating the parameters of different digital systems in behind mentioned applications. As manifest in Figure3, we have several unknown function that we prospect to approximate. We desire to adjust the parameters of the network so that it will express the much the same response as the unknown function, if the alike input is applied to both systems as manifest in Figure 4 . In 1970 Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS) [15] [16] , formula originated a new Quasi Newton method. Under this we will discuss the most popular quasi-Newton method, the BFGS method, together with its precursor & close relative, the DFP algorithm. In the BFGS method, the Hessian matrix is updated iteratively rather than the inverse of the Hessian matrix. Since the inverse of the Hessian matrix is approximated, the BFGS method can be called an indirect update method was not very useful in practice.
Implementation of Proposed Polynomial-ANN Trained with BFGS Quasi Newton Learning Algorithm to Simulate Direct Model of Transducer
In present work a single layer feed forward has been modified by the proposed algorithm [15, 16] . The modified single layer ANN model of the transducer is built around a single neuron of a single layer FFBP-ANN as shown in Figure 5 . Which basically represents learning procedure of a single layer linear ANN in direct modeling Network (ANN) by proposed method. The resultant ANN structure is called Polynomial-ANN with degree, d, and one dimensional input pattern. We have chosen single layer FFBP-ANN to model the transducer response characteristics because it offers less computational complexity as compared with multilayer ANN [10] . The use of multilayer ANN may accurately match the desired nonlinear response. However, the parameters cannot be estimated because of large number of associated weight and bias values [11] . The hyperbolic nonlinear sensor characteristics may be modeled by estimating the coefficients a's in the system identification configuration. In quasi-Newton method the idea is to use matrices which approximate the Hessian matrix or its inverse, instead of the Hessian matrix or its inverse in Newton's equation. The basic equation used in the development of Newton method, (eq.15) can be expressed as the
Figure 5. Learning Procedure of a Polynomial ANN Trained with BFGSQuasi Newton for Direct Modeling of Transducers
Newton's approach constantly converges faster than conjugate gradient methods. Unfortunately, it is complicated and valuable to reckon the Hessian matrix for feed forward neural networks. There is a category of algorithms specially based on Newton's method, for all that which doesn't demand calculation of instant derivatives. These are called quasi-Newton (or secant) methods. They update an relate Hessian matrix at each iteration of the algorithm. The update is computed as a function of the gradient. The quasi-Newton method that has been most successful in published studies is the Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BFGS) update. This algorithm has been implemented in the trainbfg routine. The training parameters for trainbfg are the same as those for traincgf. The approximate Hessian must be stored, and its dimension is nn  , where n is equal to the number of weights and biases in the network. For smaller networks, however, trainbfg can be an efficient training function.
Results and Discussions
In this context, pairs of data are selected covering the entire range of operation of the sensor to train the proposed Polynomial ANN trained with BFGS (one of the Quasi Newton method) Algorithm based direct model of 
Conclusion
This work proposes a simple approach for direct modeling of transducers using Polynomial-ANN designed around a single layer network trained BFGS-Quasi-Newton learning algorithm. From the present study, it is revealed that the proposed learning algorithm is extremely fast and highly efficient for the simulation of neural models of transducers. The estimated sensor characteristics obtained from the direct modeling are in close agreement with the measured characteristics. This fact justifies the effectiveness of the proposed method. The overall experimental results from the presented technique indicate that this technique is a useful alternative to the existing ANN based techniques for estimating the direct models of transducers. 
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